New £50K Project Support Aids Indie
Professionals
Following the success of Music Gateway’s £25K fund last year, it’s onwards and upwards as the
company announce the launch of a new, larger £50K Project Support Fund, aimed at their
members to help with recordings, releases and marketing.
The launch comes off the back of their 
£300,000 giveaway to members over the recent festive
season and is available to support budgeted projects that members post through the business
platform. The fund solidifies the work they do with trade organisations across the sectors to
ensure fair pay and treatment for professionals and their services. Their most recent venture
see them become a 
Friend of AIM
. Other organisations are also working with the platform,
including BPI, PRS, PPL, MPA, PMA, BASCA and The Guild of Music Supervisors.
‘It’s simple. It’s rewarding our members for their support, a give back of sorts. The fund is
specifically designed to reward the loyalty our members have shown us since our birth. Like
most software, sometimes people need a little incentive to change their behavior and give it a
try, we don’t just want people pitching for work, we want our members to experience the
benefits in posting projects too. As we know, change can be a big barrier and this encourages
the core use of the our platform and ensures fair pay for all, long may it continue.’
Jon Skinner, CEO & Founder of Music Gateway.
Here’s how you get involved: The fund is to support registered members 
of the site, so you
can jump on board 
here
. The way the fund works is simple, it's a case of contacting a member
of the Music Gateway team via their landing page.
Once you outline your project, which can be anything from recording music, promotions, PR,
music videos and more, Music Gateway will review and agree to contribute up to 15% of your
budget on completion through the site.
Press & PR: Besides the contribution towards your budget, Music Gateway are offering PR and
Press support through their channels, further enhancing your project and any release
exposure. The whole proposal is flexible, which makes sense, as every person’s needs and
goals are different.
New Site Design: 
Their new website design was recently launched, revealing a cleaner, crisper
and more precise feel for the company. They have also introduced a new business tier to their
accounts aimed at larger volume use companies. It’s already been a success with many
converting to the new tier. All this combined with the much-anticipated 
Playlist Feature launch,
show just how busy the guys over at Music Gateway have been.
If you’re interested in the £50k Support Fund or any of Music Gateway’s other services, then
get in touch
.
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